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The New Cobo Center Slashes Water Consumption                                                                                                                                     
In 2012, Cobo Center used 26,574,196 gallons of water! In 2014, with the Cobo transformation 

in full swing and the renovation of the kitchens and bathrooms in progress, that amount was 

reduced by 66 percent, to 8,933,364 gallons.  That is a total savings over three years of more 

than 17 million gallons.

"This is an incredible savings," said Claude Molinari, assistant general manager of Cobo Center 

and regional director of operations for SMG. "Not only in taxpayer dollars saved, but gallons of 

water used. Responsible use of our area resources is the mission of our Cobo Green Team."

A new 8,000 square foot, state-of-the-art kitchen with energy saving appliances was opened 

with the Cobo Center Grand Riverview Ballroom in September 2013 when the former Cobo 

Arena was repurposed. In 2014, newly remodeled meeting rooms, junior ballrooms, broadcast 

studio and other features opened with energy saving bathroom and kitchen fixtures.

"As the Cobo renovation is completed, the savings realized in water use will continue to rise," 

said Molinari. "At the same time, as we book more events in the center, water usage will rise, 

so eventually we will plateau. Our savings then will come in proper maintenance of all equip-

ment."

Four Reasons Cobo Center is a Top Convention Center                                                                         
Cobo Center is Detroit's downtown convention center 

and will be the home of much activity fo rthe 2015 ASAE 

Annual Meeting & Exposition in August. But Cobo is not 

your average convention center. Along with Detroit, it's 

making a major comeback. Several traits make Cobo the 

seed of Detroit's growing reputation:

1.  Big enough: with 723,000 square feet of exhibit space, it's the 19th largest center in the country.

2.  Cobo has a Green side: it is an environmentally friendly facility and has received several awards 

for its efforts in sustainability.

3.  Cobo is international: the backdrop to Cobo Center's new 80-foot tall glass atrium is the Detroit 

River and Windsor, Ontario.

4.  Cobo is going digital: with 95 video screens inside and giant exterior video walls, Cobo is turning 

heads.



The Detroit Metro Convention & Visitors Bureau’s “One Team, 

One Dream” campaign is a community awareness program 

intended to boost hospitality and welcome major conventions 

that are bringing 200,000 new visitors in 2015. The “One Team, 

One Dream” campaign intends to unite the metro Detroit 

community during a time when the city is experiencing an 

unprecedented transformation and rapidly becoming known as 

America’s great comeback city.

This campaign is meant to create awareness among the follow-

ing communities: hospitality, civic, corporate and media. We are 

one team - that is the collective community of metro Detroit. 

And we have one dream - to create a welcoming environment 

and service excellence mentality.

With a series of videos created with the guidance of Dennis 

Snow, a Disney World executive and customer excellence 

expert, the DMCVB is launching a downtown employee training 

campaign to turn each person working in downtown Detroit 

into customer excellence ambassadors and spokespeople for 

Detroit. Delivering world class customer service is the goal of 

the campaign.

Some videos feature those employees who already deliver 

above and beyond customer service throughout this commu-

nity, and have been honored at some point with recognition of 

service awards.

Over the next several weeks, Cobo Center employees will 

receive short training sessions designed to teach each employ-

ee how to generate "extreme customer loyalty." Seeing through 

the lens of the customer, paying attention to detail, and creat-

ing moments of "WOW" are the aspects of excellent customer 

service that employees will be learning. The importance of 

appropriate conversation near customers, professional behavior, 

representation of the company and destination brands will also 

be covered.

To help create community awareness under the “One Team, 

One Dream” campaign, the DMCVB visited the other cities 

that hosted some of the same events last year that Detroit 

will host in 2015, as well as the meeting planner for those 

events. The result was a package of videos of their insights 

that the Detroit hospitality community can use to help deliver 

outstanding events this year. Each employee will learn how to 

help metro Detroit excel and implement a path to hosting suc-

cessful events.

COBO JOINS REGIONAL PARTNERS TO SHAPE DETROIT'S 
FUTURE IN THE YEAR AHEAD

What's In Sight Must Be Right

Kudos to the Cobo Center social media team who earned as 
many brand impressions for Cobo from October-January as were 
earned in all twelve months of FY14! Teamwork makes what's 
in sight right!

Many thanks to everyone who helped the Cobo Detroit Shoppe 
make record sales during 2015 NAIAS. The shop was busy giv-
ing 806,000 visitors a taste of what's made in Detroit, including 
hospitality.

Welcome to Russell Croff, Cobo's new locksmith and thanks for 
keeping us safe and secure.

Best wishes to Constance Thomas, event manager, who has 
taken maternity leave. We can't wait to see the newest family 
member. Good luck!
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